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Errata: "What Is Technical Writing Style Today?" from the Oct.-Nov. 1978 issue 
Abstract 
Correction Wales and Ashman, "What Is Technical Writing Style Today?" Oct.-Nov. 1978 issue, pp. 13-22. 
This back matter is available in Journal of Applied Communications: https://newprairiepress.org/jac/vol61/iss4/9 
Correction Wales and Ashman, "What Is Technical Writing Style 
Today?" Oct. Nov" 1978. issue. pp. 13-22. 
The editors received these changes after the Quarterly had gone to 
press, Ewa Bardell, a research assistant of Dr, John Kirkm'an, 
developed the Brown-SmHh Questionnaire, The research was part of 
their effort at the Institute of Science and Technology, University of 
Wales (Cardiff), Wales ' and Ashman 's own report , published this year, 
focuses "m'ore attention on the significance of order of presentation as 
it influences a person 's choice of Brown or Sm'ith ," 
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